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Prescription eye protection

Description and composition:

Panoramic goggles in polypropylene with face-wrapping adjustment 
in TPE: very resistant and flexible spectacles.
Adjustable-height inner clip for prescription lenses: allows user 
adaptation; maximum comfort for prescription spectacle users.

Frames with indirect ventilation sides: avoids condensation both on 
the outer lens and on the prescription lenses.
2.5 cm elastic polyester headband, adjustable to the user, with quick 
release system:  speed and comfort.

Wide polycarbonate lens for 180º vision with no limitations.
Interchangeable solar and clear lenses (UV 400): offering 100% 
protection against harmful ultra-violet light. 

The simple lens change system makes it easy to quickly adapt to the 
work environment: indoors (clear) and outdoors (solar).
Lenses with anti-scratch treatment (longer life of the goggles) and anti-
fogging treatment (clear vision even in sudden temperature changes).

Marking  3 4 B T: protection against liquids and coarse powder particles. 
Highly resistant to impacts at extreme temperatures.

Colour:          Weight: 84 g
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MARKING

Ref. Product Lenses Frame

912.371
Panoramic goggles with clear polycarbonate lenses with anti-scratch and anti-fog-
ging treatments.

2C-1,2 M 1 BT CE M EN166 3 4 BT CE

912.386
Clear polycarbonate replacement lens with anti-scratch and anti-fogging treat-
ments.

2C-1,2 M 1 BT CE -

912.387
Solar polycarbonate replacement lens with anti-scratch and anti-fogging treat-
ments.

5-2,5 M 1 BT CE -

912.388 Prescription lens supplement CE CE

LENS CHANGE PROCEDURE

Rotate the inner clips

Release the elastic band

Remove the lens
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Neutral eye protection
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Standard and certification

Applications

Conservation
Storage - Expiry

Directions
Use

Presentation

Bar code

EN 166/EN 170/EN 172

Protection against medium-energy and high-velocity impacts or projections at extreme 
temperatures: BT  marking.
Protection against liquids (3) and coarse powder particles (4). Highly recommended for 
use in agricultural activities, forestry, hunting, work with lathes, polishers or mills, automotive 
industry, textiles, plastics, construction, quarries, etc.
For jobs that require prescription panoramic goggles. 
Recommended for work in hot or variable-temperature environments, thanks to the anti-
fogging treatment. 
Solar version for outdoor work.

In order to maintain the spectacles in good condition, keep them in a clean, dry place in 
their appropriate case.

Cleaning: use warm water and a neutral soap. Do not use abrasives or solvents. Rinse in water 
and dry with a soft cloth. Medop anti-fogging cleaning spray is also recommended.  
We advise regular inspection of the protectors, and their replacement if they have deteriorated 
in any way. Please ensure that the risk present in the workplace corresponds with the field of 
use of these protectors.

912.371 Minimum sale units: 6 units. 60 units per carton
912.386 Minimum sale units: 5 units. 120 units per carton
912.387 Minimum sale units: 5 units. 120 units per carton
912.388 Minimum sale units: 5 units. 60 units per carton

Polybag measurements: 280 x 245 mm

912371 GIN-13: 8423173884840 GIN-14: 

912386 GIN-13: 8423173884918 GIN-14: 

912387 GIN-13: 8423173884925 GIN-14: 

912388 GIN-13: 8423173884857 GIN-14: 


